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Some thoughts
 As Peru is a market economy and thus private sector activity is the main source of emissions, it is
necessary to engage them to the mitigation agenda.
 The Peruvian previous experience were limited to the international the carbon market, mainly CDM for
energy projects and VCS for forestry and REED+ projects.

 Now in the context of NDC it is important to find mechanisms to encourage and engage private action in
mitigation with the restriction that emission reductions credits should be keep it in the country .
 In this sense, Peru government is in the process of identifying enabling measures to promote private
investments in mitigation activities.
 This include the possibility to developed voluntary agreements between the government and private
sector taken the experience of cleaning production agreements of Colombia, Mexico and Chile.
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 In addition, private sector, motivated by its environmental and social responsibility and looking to gain
more competitiveness and sustainability in their businesses, is taking climate action voluntarily but not
find an adequate place to be recognized as part of the national efforts for mitigation and be
incorporated in the national GHG accounting for emissions and emission reductions.
 In that sense, by taken into consideration experiences in Chile, Spain, Costa Rica, Peru has
developed with the support of PMR, a carbon foot print register.
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Objectives of the carbon foot print register
 To recognize and measure the voluntary efforts of private and public organization in mitigation.
 To encourage more ambition through a recognition system which measures the commitment of the organizations in
mitigation action.
 To promote a voluntary carbon market which aims to mobilize private funds to selected mitigation activities towards the
completion of the NDC.
 To get better information from installations and emission sources which would improve our GHG national inventories and
thus our MRV and NDC monitoring performance.

 To standardize the information on emissions and emissions reduction from organizations and consistent with national
GHG inventories.
 To identify the relation of mitigation measures of organizations with the mitigation measures proposed by the government.

 To identify performance benchmarks related to activity level and emissions.
 To identify mitigation trends in the private sector.
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Peruvian Carbon Foot Print Register
http://18.217.250.33:8080/hccperu/#/inicio
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Features
ISO 14064

GHG Inventory report for
organizations

Register/Data base

Recognition/Neutralization/
Potential voluntary carbon
market
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How does it work?
Subscription

1

Data validation

Participants must subscribe through
the website platform. MINAM will
send them a confirmation request
to his or her email address

Users must upload their filled Excel
file to start the emissios
measurement. After this step is
completed they will get their first star.

5

Excel file info

MINAM will send susbscribers an
user name and password to enter
the platform

Emissions verification

Emissions measurement

4

2

Users must verify their emissions to
get their second star.
sar.

3

Users must fill an
Excel file with the
requested data

Reduction

6
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The system will automatically
identify if emissions were reduced
in two consecutive years to give the
third star.

Neutralization

7

To get the fourth star, the user must
prove the purchase of carbon
credits by uploading the
corresponding certificate
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Recognition system

Level 1:

Level 2:

Level 3:

Level 4:

Greenhouse
emissions
measurement

Greenhouse
emissions
verification

Greenhouse
emissions
reduction

Greenhouse
emissions
neutralization
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Recognition system
Organizations are officially acknowledged by the
Peruvian Ministry of Environment with a
certificate of their commitment in mitigation
action.
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Register
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Next steps
Piloting the tool through training users of
organizations (champions)

Validate the tool and formalize it
through a legal instrument

Officially launch the Peru Carbon Footprint
and implement a dissemination and training
plan
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